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About the News
Literacy Project
Who We Are

Our Mission

The News Literacy Project, a nonpartisan national education nonprofit, empowers educators to teach students the skills they need to become smart, active consumers of news and other information and engaged, informed participants in our democracy.

Our Vision

News literacy is embedded in the American education experience.
Connecticut students embrace evidence
Our Resources and Programs

- checkology
- The Sift

- E-learning platform used in classrooms
- Real-time teachable moments

NewsLitCamp®

Blog items and #NewsLitTips

Coming soon: Newsroom to Classroom
Trump IQ test results discovered in former NYMA employee’s closet

The result: 73.

The results of an IQ test that President Donald Trump allegedly took during his first year at New York Military Academy have been discovered in a file box in a closet in Brooklyn. According to the test results, Trump’s IQ is 73.

The document, currently in the process of being authenticated, was discovered Thursday by William Askew, Jr. as he was cleaning out his late father’s apartment.

“Dad was the school counselor at NYMA from 1955 to 1985. He didn’t administer these tests, but he was in charge of collecting them and sending them to the grading office,” said Askew.

Askew produced additional documents and photographs that confirm his father was indeed employed as school counselor at NYMA at the same time Trump attended the military prep school.

“I don’t think this should be news to anybody,” said Askew. “The guy’s clearly a total moron.”
Trump IQ test results discovered in former NYMA employee’s closet

The result: 73.

The results of an IQ test that President Donald Trump allegedly took during his first year at New York Military Academy have been discovered in a file box in a closet in Brooklyn. According to the test results, Trump’s IQ is 73.

The document, currently in the process of being authenticated, was discovered Thursday by William Askew, Jr. as he was cleaning out his late father’s apartment.

“Dad was the school counselor at NYMA from 1955 to 1985. He didn’t administer these tests, but he was in charge of collecting them and sending them to the grading office,” said Askew.

Askew produced additional documents and photographs that confirm his father was indeed employed at NYMA at the same time Trump attended the military academy.

“I don’t think this should cause any major problems,” said Askew. “The guy’s clearly a total moron.”
Trump IQ test results discovered in former NYMA employee’s closet

The result: 73.

The results of an IQ test that President Donald Trump allegedly took during his first year at New York Military Academy have been discovered in a file box in a closet in Brooklyn. According to the test results, Trump’s IQ is 73.

The document, currently in the process of being authenticated, was discovered Thursday by William Askew, Jr. as he was cleaning out his late father’s apartment.

“Dad was the school counselor at NYMA from 1955 to 1985. He didn’t administer these tests, but he was in charge of collecting them and sending them to the grading office,” said Askew.

Askew produced additional documents and photographs that confirm his father was indeed employed at NYMA at the same time Trump attended the military prep school. “I don’t think this should be a surprise,” said Askew. “The guy’s clearly a total moron.”

GFC Through the Decades
1920s
1930s
1940s
This MAGA loser gleefully bothering a Native American protestor at the Indigenous Peoples March.
Talia
@2020fight

Teacher & Advocate. Fighting for 2020...

-California
-

6:03 PM - 3 Dec 2016

Joined December 2016

Photos and videos
Catching up on @donie's fascinating find on the account which sent the video of the "MAGA teens" viral, @2020fight.

Interesting traces left in the Wayback Machine and archive.is.
64 melhores imagens de Nah Cardoso... 
Pinterest
Image result for Nah Cardoso Olhos Claros, Morenas Ruivas, Nah Cardoso, Cabelo Liso

Related images:

Images may be subject to copyright. Find out more
Nah Cardoso
Brazilian actress

Natalia de Barros Cardoso is a Brazilian actress, blogger, and youtuber with more than 6 million followers on social networks, her blogs are a fashion reference for many young people. In 2016 she was named one of the celebrities on the Notorious Brazil’s list. Wikipedia

**Born:** March 22, 1993 (age 25 years), São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

**Height:** 5’ 2”

**Siblings:** Wagner Cardoso Junior

**Parents:** Wagner Cardoso, Cristina Cardoso

**Nominations:** Shorty Award for Best Blogger, MORE

Profiles

[Instagram](#)
[Twitter](#)
[YouTube](#)
CRACKED OPEN THA LIQUOR STOOR NOW ME N DA BOIS CRACKIN A COLD ONE #Harveylootcrew
Houston?
Houston?

JUST LOOTED THA OLD FOLKS HOME #Harveylootcrew
MAKE AMERICA WHITE AGAIN?

AMERICA WASN'T WHITE BEFORE
MAKE AMERICA WHITE AGAIN?

AMERICA WASN'T WHITE!
Resource hub:

bit.ly/OCLCwebinar
Skill/Tool #1: Observation
Name the country

type your text here
Submit

Attempts remaining: 4

Credit: Frog and Onion / Flickr
Name the city

type your text here  Submit

Credit: Chensiyuan

Current score: 4

Attempts remaining: 4

The News Literacy Project  |  @NewsLitProject  |  @PeterD_Adams  |  bit.ly/OCLCwebinar
Observation Checklist

- Architecture and landscape
- Clothing
- Climate/weather
- Language on signs, esp. landmarks, businesses & phone numbers
- Street signs/names of streets
- License plates
CRACKED OPEN THA LIQUOR STOOR NOW ME N DA BOIS CRACKIN A COLD ONE #Harveylootcrew
CHALLENGE!
Skill/Tool #2:

Image magnifier (or just zoom)
CTRL +

or

CTRL scroll mouse wheel forward
https://imgur.com/a/bMVSp2R
Skill/Tool #3:
Lateral search
Skill/Tool #4: Geolocation (Google Street View)
FIRST DRAFT
Geolocation Challenge

Click here to launch

The News Literacy Project | @NewsLitProject | @PeterD_Adams | bit.ly/OCLCwebinar
This mural continues round the corner. Click on the image to find the location in Google Maps, then enter the last word of the sentence.
Skill/Tool #5:
Reverse image search
diddy KING SHIT!!!! @kingjames THANK YOU!!!!!!! Much RESPECT!!!! #teamlove

romeohadid @matt_t_631 so we’re going to address the criminals who are held to no standard but ignore the Law Enforcement who are held to the highest standard but acting as criminals?

lan_12 The NBA can teach the league or two.

diddy @nyenyenyc why?

ly1love @spiritualword we don’t photoshopped or not. It’s The

Ok he didn’t wear it, but the has been delivered!

@camrantula u worried about sand & not the message?? Really

78,588 likes

7 HOURS AGO

Add a comment...
THIS IS THE WALL THAT MEXICO BUILT

ON THE GUATEMALAN BORDER
Pages that include matching images

WSU College Republicans want to build replica of border wall | KIRO-TV
640 × 360 - Dec 4, 2018 - PULLMAN, Wash. (AP) — The Washington State University chapter of the College Republicans wants to build another replica of a border wall ...

Officials set April date for New Mexico border wall work - KCRA.com
900 × 505 - Mar 30, 2018 - Officials are hoping to break ground on a project replacing 20 miles of border wall in Santa Teresa, New Mexico in early April.

Cards Against Humanity takes aim at Trump's proposed border wall
2000 × 1333 - Nov 15, 2017 - The popular party game Cards Against Humanity said they have purchased a piece of property along the Mexican border and will use it to ...

Nelson Balido: Five facts about the U.S.-Mexico wall (that are Lost in ...
Nelson Balido: Five facts about the U.S.-Mexico wall (that are Lost in Rhetoric)

By Nelson Balido, Fox News

One of the hallmarks of GOP nominee Donald Trump’s platform is a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border. Using natural barriers where feasible, his plan is to build a 35 foot to 40 foot wall 1,000 miles long. While the idea has been much discussed on the campaign trail,
Skill/Tool #6: Snip and search
U.S. Freedom Army
@USFreedomArmy

With enough infiltration they establish control - then Sharia Law. Join our patriot army at USFREEDOMARMY.COM. #USFA enlist with us. #freedomarmy #constitution #freedom #volunteer #conservative #liberty

THEY HAVE A PLAN
IF WE CAN'T BEAT AMERICA
WE WILL DILUTE AMERICA
EITHER WAY AMERICA WILL CEASE TO EXIST

9:33 PM - 6 Feb 2018
On Mac:
Shift + command + 4

On Windows:
Windows + shift + S
Fake passports for ISIS terrorists are discovered in Greek refugee camp as jihadis use sea of migrants to smuggle fanatics into Western Europe

- ISIS is exploiting the tide of human misery to smuggle jihadists into Europe
- Europol has recovered fake passports destined for jihadists in Greek camps
- Security forces fear ISIS is hiding terrorists among genuine refugees
- Intelligence agencies are working to prevent further terrorist outrages

By DARREN BOYLE FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 00:16 EET, 22 August 2016 | UPDATED: 13:49 EET, 22 August 2016

ISIS has been distributing fake passports in Greek refugee camps to allow its terrorists to travel within Europe on 'clean' identity documents.

Europol has found several fake passports in camps as the terror group hopes to use the ongoing humanitarian crisis to smuggle jihadis into Europe to launch a new wave of attacks.

The specialist anti-terrorist officers believe there is a ratline of terrorists from Iraq and Syria, to Greece and Austria.
Greece moves thousands of migrants from Idomeni camp - BBC News
May 24, 2016 - Greece has begun evacuating thousands of migrants from the ... Migrant carries his belongings as police clear Idomeni camp, Greece, on 24 May 2016 ... clowns jump up and down and dance at little refugee children who ... Image copyright AP Image caption Migrants at the camp had been ... 7 July 2016.

Idomeni: Greek riot police move in to clear refugee camp | World news ...
https://www.theguardian.com/.../2016/.../idomeni-greek-riot-police-move-in-before-d...
May 24, 2016 - Greek authorities start clearing Idomeni refugee camp ... point through which hundreds of thousands of refugees entered Macedonia in 2015.

Surge in migration to Greece fuels misery in refugee camps | World ...
https://www.theguardian.com/.../surge-in-migration-to-greece-fuels-misery-in-refugee-c...
Sep 29, 2017 - Human rights groups are increasingly likening the situation to 2015, when, at the height of the migrant crisis that engulfed ... From around 50 to 60 in early July they are now at more than 200 every day. ... Moria refugee camp on the eastern Greek island of Lesbos. ... Photograph: Petros Tsakmakis/AP.

The Latest: UN seeks improvements in Greek refugee camps - AP News
https://www.apnews.com/0610997c19c14ad69ab1629a36f558bc
Refugees of the War in Syria

Syrian refugees and other migrants queued for hours to register with overwhelmed Greek authorities on the holiday island of Kos, after crossing from Turkey, 15 August 2015. AP Photo/Alexander Zemlianichenko

Contents

Syria’s Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
Syrian Refugees in Turkey
Thank you.

News Literacy Project

newslit.org
Let’s talk.
News Literacy in Libraries: Creating 21st century information experts
E-learning platform used in classrooms

- 1,086 registrants with “library” as their subject area.
Key Takeaway

School-based and public librarians are uniquely positioned to provide news and information literacy instruction to students and the public.
School and public librarians

- Librarians are *already* experts in news and information literacy.
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School and public librarians

- Librarians are *already* experts in news and information literacy.
- The general public still places a high level of trust in libraries and the information they get there.
- Librarians engage with students/patrons as they are in the process of evaluating information.
- Public libraries integrate news/info literacy into existing programs and events.
- School librarians work across content areas.
Checkology: School librarians using it to play a news/info literacy leadership role.
• Checkology: School librarians using it to play a news/info literacy leadership role.
• Chicago Public Library, Miami-Dade Public Library and New York Public Library: free access to Checkology & training from NLP staff.
• Checkology: School librarians using it to play a news/info literacy leadership role.

• Chicago Public Library, Miami-Dade Public Library and New York Public Library: free access to Checkology & training from NLP staff.

• 2018-19 school year: Pilot with Queens Public Library & a collaborative guide for librarian users.
Queens Public Library Pilot

- Checkology used in 3 branches
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Queens Public Library Pilot

- Checkology used in 3 branches
- Each branch taught 5-7 lessons
- Students from age 12-17 participated in pilot
- Most successful when integrated into other course/offerings
- Best scheduled in conjunction with the academic year
- Most impact with students who take multiple classes
Thank you.

News Literacy Project

newslit.org